3 Days SelfQuesting
[Your Location TBD]
with Greg Hitter, PhD!
3 Days Questing Wholeness of Consciousness and Self
Workshop Dates:

[Your dates—TBD]

9am-4:30pm

Seeking Wholeness and Its Wellbeing through Self-Integration and Essential Oils!
Explore your consciousness, and the subtle energy it directs, in a search for wholeness of conscious being—unite the fragmented ‘Self’! This experiential workshop uses vibrational tools such as essential oils and the Power Tap™ to assist
SelfQuesting™ to locate trapped awareness and release it into freely-radiant, conscious oneness (‘OneSelf’).
Day 1: As a vibrational tool, essential oils will be applied to release emotional trauma and balance the body-mind.
An overview of our subtle energy—its relationship to consciousness and wholing (healing) our body-mind—will be
presented. Essential oils for accessing the unconscious, clearing cell-memory, and expanding the Self will be experienced. Tools such as the Power Tap™ will be used to clear blocks in our subtle energy and release the trauma structured in our mind-body. This is a great intro to the next two days’ SelfQuesting—integrating the fragmented Self!
Days 2-3: SelfQuesting™ will find and release fragments of our trapped awareness (Self), creating wholeness on this
deep causal level. Essential oils will help to integrate this new self-wholeness into our energy, mind, body and life.
Cost $295 US (if registered 6 weeks ahead)—$345 US thereafter ($100 cancel fee, no refunds after 1 month before)
An Optional Practitioner Training is offered for those wishing to learn to facilitate others’ SelfQuesting™ journeys
($95 US additional). Private sessions are also available (in person—or always available by phone).

Experience SelfQuesting™, the Power Tap™ and DNA (Cell-Memory) Repatterning!
♦ Learn how consciousness directs subtle energy, which imprints cell memory and infrastructures your body-mind.
♦ Use essential oils to free trapped awareness, clear cell memory, and release trauma and negative emotional states.
♦ Experience and learn to use special techniques to clear, heal, balance, and protect yourself vibrationally that
powerfully support wholeness, optimal performance, abundance, oneness of spirit, and unity of purpose.
♦ Learn to apply the Power Tap™ (1st day) to quickly and easily release deeply held traumas from your mind-body.

The Presenter: With a PhD in Clinical Psychology and extensive practice in psychotherapy, Dr. Greg Hitter has
used essential oils for over thirty years. He developed an expanded view of the psyche from studies in psychology,
ancient wisdom, new science, and personal‘peak’ experience—from which developed a method of unifying the
fragmented Self and creating wellness from that wholeness of conscious being (“the SelfQuesting Approach™”).

Cost: $295 US Early Registration (if registered 6 weeks ahead $345 US thereafter). By Check or PayPal.
Optional Practitioner Training —add $95 US. (Call Greg for optional payment arrangements, if needed).
Refunds—fees refundable (minus $100) until 1 month before event; no refund thereafter
Register / Info: Greg Hitter (805)781-0309 (SelfQuesting@cs.com) or [ Local Host (you?)—TBD ]
Host TBD

“WellBeing is a Consciousness Radiating the Wholeness of One Self”
your whole is greater than the sum of your parts!

embrace yourself !

SelfQuest (805) 781-0309

